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ABSTRACT
Supercomputers need not only to have fast functional units, but also to have
rapid access to massive quantities of data. Virtual memory paging and physi
cally distributed memory systems both attempt to provide this large data space,
but performance of a computer system using either memory organization is
highly dependent on the page reference pattern and the number of pages avail
able locally. Despite this, surprisingly little work has been done toward using the
compiler to optimize memory system performance. In this paper, we introduce
compiler techniques which use a combination of data layout and code transfor
mation to improve paging performance for compiled programs. These same
techniques can also be applied manually to improve performance using existing
compilers.

Keywords: compilers, paging, data layout, code transformation.
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1. Introduction
Especially given recent advances in VLSI technology, it is relatively easy to construct high
speed computing elements. However, to achieve good system performance, faster functional
units require faster access to more data. Whereas traditional compiler optimization is primarily
concerned with optimizing operations, this recent trend leads naturally to the concept of optimiz
ing data accessibility — which can be achieved partly by changing the data layout and partly by
changing the order in which references are made (using code transformations). Although this
concept applies to both serial and parallel machines, this paper focuses on paged memory systems
in serial machines.
There are three fundamentally different approaches to using the compiler to improve paging
performance:
[I ]
[2]
[3]

Data layout— the reference pattern is changed by changing the layout of the data structures
in memory space, or perhaps even changing the logical data structures
Code transformations — the reference pattern is changed by transforming the code which
makes the references so that the references are made in a more desirable order
Control directives — the runtime environment is given static information about the
program’s reference pattern which enables it to adjust the memory management scheme for
better performance

This paper discusses a number of techniques for [1] and [2], a few of which were suggested in
[ChD89]. (Note that any techniques for [1] and [2] can not only be applied by the compiler, but
also by motivated programmers using existing compilers.) Although we feel that [3] is also
important, it is not a major concern of this paper.
Section 2 summarizes previous work toward improving paging performance using program
optimizations. In section 3, compiler optimization of data layout is discussed. Code transforma
tion techniques are presented in section 4. Finally, conclusions are given in section 5.
2. Background
Although there has been very little done toward compilers automatically optimizing data
layout and performing code transformations to improve paging performance, a number of studies
have examined the issues involved in manually applying these concepts.
In [McK69] different storage patterns (row-major, column-major, and block-oriented) were
investigated to determine which yielded minimum page faults. In order to increase locality of the
program under different storage patterns, strip-mining and loop reversal techniques were
employed and hand-coded by the authors. Given that a single page is not large enough to hold an
entire array , closed-form expressions to compute page-fault counts were derived for a set of linear
algebra algorithms; the block-oriented storage pattern was most efficient.
However, this assumed that all arrays would be stored using the same storage pattern — the
possibility of allowing each array to have its own storage pattern was not considered. Further, it
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is not clear that the block-oriented storage pattern is generally preferable, since only a few numer
ical algorithms were examined.
The notion that each data structure can have its own storage/access pattern can be found in
[Leu81], [Mac85], [Mac88]. In [Leu81] Leuze considered memory access patterns for some
commonly used high level operation (e.g. matrix-vector multiplication) for vector computers. By
relaxing the way vectors can be referenced from the memory many algorithms that contain short
vector operations can be vectorized to contain fewer and longer vector operations, thus increasing
the vector machine performance. He also discussed hardware implementation for generating
addresses for such access patterns. Timing statistics were computed for different access patterns
for each high level operation and the optimal one was chosen. Although this is useful when
applied to frequently used high level Operations, such as matrix algebra, this method can hardly
be automated since the access patterns are determined by the particular high level operations.
In [Mac85] [Mac88], Mace considered the problem for the whole program represented as a
DAG (directed acyclic graph) where each node denotes a high level operatioa This technique
works, but is limited to a vector model of computation: the high level operations can be most
conveniently expressed in vector languages and it is relatively easy to compute the accessing cost
(depending on different strides associated with different accessing/storing pattern) for vector
computers.
The idea of juxtaposing elements of a data structure with elements of another data structure
according to the access pattern has appeared in the guise of layout of data bases [Mar75j. In phy
sical data base design, in order to improve locality in accessing records sequentially, one would
place records containing the various fields in an array of such records instead of implementing
each field as a separate array (as is traditionally done in languages such as FORTRAN).
In addition to data locality, program code locality has also been investigated. Hatfield
[HaG71] considered the problem of how to layout the program code sectors (blocks) such that the
page faults can be minimized when the program is executed, assuming that sizes of program sec
tors are smaller than page size. Some heuristics were proposed based on the traffic among sectors.
Lau and Ferrari [LaF83] adopted a similar approach. They consider both program code and data
locality and employ simple heuristics to determine layout of program code and data in the virtual
address space. However, since conventional data layout was assumed, the extent of data restruc
turing is limited to layout of rows of arrays relative to each other.
Rather than attempting to improve the match between access pattern and storage pattern by
changing storage pattern, it has been far more common to investigate rewriting the code to effect
a different access pattern. Moler [Mol72] suggested applying loop interchange in some basic and
frequently used subroutines to improve performance. Guertin [Gue72] also discussed loop inter
change and further suggested that rearranging terms within expressions may also be helpful. In
addition to loop interchange, Elshoff [Els74] put forth techniques amounting to what are now
known as strip-mining and loop reversal transformations. Trivedi [Tri77] suggested automating

AIoop reversal and loop distribution and gave conditions for doing so; he also suggested that pro
grammers ought to write their code in terms of subarrays (implying a block-oriented storage lay
out). Abu-Sufah [Abu79][Abu81] added techniques including statement Clustering for loop
fission and fusion, the experiments he conducted showed that memory requirement and the page
faults could be improved by an order of magnitude.
In order to using program structure information to aid memory management decision, a
compiler-directed memory management policy has been proposed [MAP85][MaP88]. Impressive
performance has been observed, however, the overhead on the operating system to implement this
method is high because the operating system must track how many pages are in the memory and
which arrays these pages correspond to for each process at every, stage of execution.
3. Compiler Optimization of Data Layout
We define an optimal data layout for a program to be a mapping of data elements into
memory locations such that the minimum total execution time is obtained for the program.
Without presenting a formal proof, it is easily seen that determining the optimal data layout is an
NP-complete problem. Informally, if there are n data, then there are at least n! possible data lay
outs to be examined (more if one allows “ gaps” in memory) and even if each could be examined
in constant time, O(n!) complexity would still mean that the problem is NP-complete.
Hence, there are two basic approaches. The first, which is discussed in section 3.1, is to
simply require the user to explicitly specify the data layout to be employed for each data struc
ture. The second, which we feel is much preferred, is to allow the compiler to determine a good
layout for each data structure by using suboptimal data layout transformations. Section 3.2
discusses the heuristic algorithms which we propose for compiler optimization of data layout.
3.1. Explicit Data Layout
It is surprising that most modem high-level computer languages do not separate the concept
of a data structure from the memory layout of that structure. In other words, when the user
specifies a data structure, the specification implies a particular data layout. For example, in FOR
TRAN, all two-dimensional arrays are required to be laid out in a column-major1 fashion. In
PASCAL and C, it is required that such arrays be represented row-major in memory. It is further
specified in most modem HLLs (high-level languages) that each array has its own designated
I.

There are many variations on this terminology: column-major is also called
column-wise, column order, etc. It means simply that the i j * element o f a twodimensional array is located at an address computed by a formula like: array base
address + (i * size o f one element) + (j * size of one element * number o f values for
first subscript). If instead the layout addressing were computed by: array base
address + (j * size o f one element) + (i* size of one element * number o f values for
second subscriptj, then this would be called row-major.
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storage area; if there are two arrays, a and b, the elements of a are defined as being an uninter
rupted sequence in memory — it is not permitted that elements of b would be interspersed with
those of a.
The fact that data structure implies data layout simplifies the task of a dumb compiler in that
it permits the compiler to blindly map data structures to memory locations using a few simple
rules. However, these rules are not sensitive to how the data structures are accessed in the pro
gram; hence, the layout is efficient if the programmer is very careful, but otherwise the layout is
likely to be quite inefficient. For example, declaring:

i n t a , b, c, d;
where two integers “ fit” in a page would probably place a and b in one page and c and d in
another. Yet, if a and d are always referenced together and b and c are always referenced
together, the system would require two pages for each set of references — placing b and c on
one page and a a n d d on another would reduce this to using just a single page for each set of
references. Obviously, if only one page is likely to be available, the second layout is far more
effective.
Unfortunately, few applications programmers would be aware of, and willing to deal with,
such issues. However, if the user is willing, the “ compiler techniques” described in the rest of
this paper also serve as guidelines in manually improving performance under existing compilers.
3.2. Compiler Optimization of Data Layout
Because existing languages imply data layout in their data structure specifications, it is
fairly difficult for a compiler to determine when changing the data layout can be accomplished
without changing the functionality of the program. We view this issue as primarily one of
language design rather than compiler analysis; slight changes in language semantics easily
remedy the problem. For example, members of each C s t r u c t are required to layout in the
sequence of definition, but few programs would “ break” if the semantics were changed to allow
the compiler to reorder the members.
The most obvious advantage in having the compiler determine data layout is that it frees the
application programmer from that burden. It is also likely that the compiler, despite using siiboptimal heuristic algorithms for data layout, will generally outperform programmers because the
analysis is too tedious for most programmers to bother with. In fact, many high-level languages
(HLLs) lack the constructs needed to express the optimal data layout —- for example, Fortran 77
does not provide a way to interleave arrays (in C this can be accomplished by defining an array of
a s t r u c t type). However, the greatest advantage has to do with the relationship between data
layout and final code structure.
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In general, data layout is orthogonal to code optimization — i.e., one can change either
without altering the other, although performance may change dramatically. Although a user
might be able to optimize data layout for the code as he wrote it, that data layout might be very
poor for the code structure as the compiler generates it. Since only the compiler “ knows” what
code transformations will occur, only the compiler is able to adjust the data layout to better match
the final code structure. Further, because the two aspects are orthogonal, the compiler can
literally transform the code and then adjust the data layout to match — a very simple procedure.
Of course, because finding the optimal data layout is NP-complete, the compiler algorithms
used will be suboptimal and of limited generality. The main restriction that we impose on pro
grams is that they operate only on scalars or array elements. Further, we assume that each array
is either one or two dimensional and is larger than the size of one page. These restrictions are
met by most scientific applications codes. Sections 3.2.1-3.2.4 describe four heuristic algorithms
for compiler optimization of data layout
3.2.1. Packing Scalar Variables
If there are relatively few scalar variables, very good performance can be achieved by sim
ply packing them all into a single page. However, if this is not the case, techniques proposed in
[HaG71], [MSN74], [Fer74], [Fer76] can be used to pack the scalars into the pages. A simple
heuristic such as the following may suffice: in scanning the intermediate code, as each variable is
referenced for the first time, pack it into the next available location.
3.2.2. Data Replication and Renaming
Renaming is a technique used to get rid of spurious dependences — i.e. anti and output
dependences [KKL81] (or called storage related dependences [CyF87]) such that more parallelism
can be uncovered. On the other hand, renaming can be useful in allocating storage
[CyF87][Fab79][CLZ86] such that minimum storage for program execution can be achieved.
Renaming is also effective in reducing page faults just as in uncovering parallelism and
minimizing storage requirement — by renaming, one can lift the constraints due to sharing of
storage that is specified in the original program. In view of paging performance, renaming allow
us to optimally match the storage patterns with the access patterns, which is impossible without
renaming since different access patterns to the same array can coexist in the original program.
Scalars not in a loop can be renamed with traditional compiler techniques
[AhU77][CLZ86][CyF87], An algorithm was developed to rename scalars in the loop [KKL81].
However, their algorithm can not be applied for array renaming since statement as the granularity
of dependence is too coarse to be adequate, one must view each reference of array as the granu
larity of dependence. For arrays to be renamed, this has been mentioned in [Die87][CyF87]; the
treatment of array is not different from that of scalars except that when only portion of the arrays
get updated, extra copy instructions are introduced to copy all the renamed array elements back to
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the original array. In the following, we will give some sufficient conditions for renaming arrays
referenced in the loops, this also include renaming of portion of the arrays. Before we do that,
some definitions are in order.
[Definition]
A reference a of an array A is universally dependent on another reference (3 of A if all
array elements accessed by a have been accessed before by (3. This definition can be gen
eralized when a has more than one references on which it depends.
Depending on what kind of references to the array, one can similarly define universal flow,
anti, and output dependences. It is clear that renaming can be performed when there is a universal
anti or output dependence. However, for a universal flow dependence, one can still perform
renaming by adding extra copy instructions; this can be beneficial when access patterns of the
two references are different Therefore we can state the condition of renaming to be: Perform
renaming if there exist universal dependence between two references that belong to two basic
blocks of different loops and the access patterns of the references are different from each other, or
if there exist anti or output universal dependence between these two references.
To make the renaming condition more general, we define dependence graph of array refer
ences G(N,E), where N is the set of nodes denoting references and E is the set of edges denoting
dependences; each edge is represented by an index set to denote the domain of dependence
between the two nodes, which is a region in the array that causes the dependence. Note that there
may exist a cycle between two nodes but in this case the two arcs must be denoted by two disjoint
domains. This can be seen from the following code:

for

(i=0;

for

i<=N -l;

( j=0;

i+ + )

j<=N-l;

A [i] [j]

= . . ..

A [j][i]

= ...

{

j++)

{

}

}

For the domain B = {(i,j) | 0<i<N-l, 0<j<N-l, i<j], A[j][i] depend on A[i][j], and for the comple
ment of B, A[i][j] depends on A[j][i]. Note that arcs made redundant by transitive closure do not
appear in the graph; if there is an arc from node to node nj and an arc from node n . to node nk,
then there is no arc from node to node nk. The dependence graph can be constructed by depen
dence analysis [Kuh80][KKL81].
The renaming condition can be made more general; If there are more than one access pat
terns of references to the same array, perform renaming to a reference if this reference is involved
in no cycle of dependence and all its predecessors in the dependence graph have different access
patterns; renaming can also be performed if universal anti or output dependences exist between a
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reference and all its predecessors. The following algorithm is used to rename array references,
given graph G(N,E).
[I ]
[2]

Find out all the cycles and the associated nodes in the graph, mark all the nodes in cycles.
Perform topological sort on the remaining unmarked nodes of the graph (it is now acyclic),
renaming the nodes accordingly based on the above conditions. Note that extra copy
instructions may be necessary when involved dependence is a flow dependence.

An example to show how this technique is useful is to compute the square of a matrix A as
follows:

for

(i=0;

K = N - I ; i+ + )

f o r (j=0;
A [ i ] [ j]

j<=N-l;

{

j++)

{

}

■

.

}
f o r ( i = 0 ; K = N - I ; i++ ) {
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < = N - l ; j++) {
f o r (Jc=O; k < = N - l; k++) {
B [ i ] [ j ] — B [ i ] [ j ] + A [ i ] [k]
.

* A [k] [ j ] ;

}
}

}
Since the second reference of array A in the second loop has access pattern different from
that of the reference when it last get updated, one can replicate array A into another array C and
rewrite the original program as follows:
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f or

( i = 0 ; K = N - I ; i++ )

for

(j=0; j<=N -l;

A [ i ] [ j]

{

j++) {

= ...

}
}

for
( i = 0 ; K = N - I ; i++ ) {
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < = N - l ; j++) {
C[j ] [i]

= A [i] [ j ] ;

} .

}
for

( i = 0 ; K = N - I ; i+ + )

for

(j=0; j<=N-l;

for

'

j++) {

(k=0; k < = N - l;

B [i] [j]

{
k++>

= B [ i ] [ j]

{

+ A [ i ] [k]

* C [k] [ j ] ;

>

}

"

■■

■■

If we assume that at least three page frames are allotted for execution, then it is clear that
number of the page fault of the original program for any storage pattern is larger than that when
array A,B are row-major stored and C is column-major stored after replicating.
An extension to the methods proposed by [Die87][CyF87] is that when portion of an array
gets updated, it can be renamed without copying back to the original array if later references of
the array in the program do not access the array accrossing the boundary of the portion.
3.2.3. Array Element Layout Pattern
Using our compiler-directed memory management scheme, a certain number of page frames
is allocated to the process before execution of each phase. With the allocated page frames for
each phase, we are able to determine the possibly best storage pattern for each individual array,
based on its access patterns in the program.
In order to determine the storage pattern of each array, we make the following assumptions
in each phase of the program :
[1]
[2]

There is a separate storage region for each array.
Each phase is a doubly nested loop with known reference patterns for each array, the loop is
normalized such that for each level of the loop the lower bounds of the index variables are
zero and the increments are one. Let the upper bound of outer and inner loops are M-I and
N-1, respectively.
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[3]
[4]
[5]

Let the fixed page size P and all loop upper bounds be power of 2.
Fixed number of page frames are allocated.
For a two-dimensional array A assume its reference pattern is
A

a .(
<i '
b + J <I + ]r

where i is the index variable of outer loop and j is the index variable of inner loop. Written
in C, the above reference is expressed as A[a*i+c*j+e][b*i+d*j+f].
The following steps are used to estimate the number of the page faults for each array A in
each phase with block-oriented storage pattern P1 by p2 [1]

Classifyallthereferencesof A as follows:
+j
and
+j

are in the same class if a] = a2, bi =Ij2 , C1=C2^d1=d2, and also
pl
e i - e 2 <. —
2
[2 ]

and^

For each class, the estimate of number of page faults is
N
M
Pi

P2

Cl

di

min

[3]

fi-f2

We note that this formula is a very rough estimate (it underestimates within factor of 2 for
all reference patterns), hut it does indicate how well the chosen storage fit the array refer
ence pattern.
Summing over all classes of array A we can get an estimate of page faults of array A in this
phase. Tlierefore we can get an estimate of total page faults of array A in the whole pro
gram by summing estimated page faults over all phases.

Note that page faults for one dimensional arrays can be easily calculated and when the loop
is not perfectly doubly nested it can also easily be calculated based on the above formula. The
“ optimal” storage pattern of array A can be obtained by varying the sizes of P1 and P2 under the
constraints that their product is equal to page size P and both are power of 2, and choose P1 and
P2 that yields the minimal estimate of page faults.
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32.4. JuxtaposingandOverlaying Arrays
Up until now we assume that each array has its own designated storage area. However, if
we strictly follow the principle that the optimal storage scheme should be such that access pat
terns match the storage scheme as close as possible, then there is no reason why one should not
juxtapose the arrays in the data layout. For example, in the following codes:

for

(i=0;

I<=N -1;

i+ + )

{

A[i] = B [i] + C [i];
}
If array elements of A, B, and C can be interleaved element-wise, the access pattern
matches the storage scheme perfectly and consequently one need only one page frame in order to
be able to execute the codes without many interruptions, one need three page frames to execute
the program for the same number of page faults with the old data layout.
Another technique to reduce storagement requirement and number of page faults is to over
lay data structures without violating program semantics. For scalar overlaying in register alloca
tion different techniques have been proposed [Fre74] [Cha81] [ChH84] [CyF87] [Ghi89]. How
ever, these techniques can not be directly applied since there are two aspects we should consider
in array storage allocation for a paged system with dynamic memory allocation policy as com
pared to scalar storage allocation in register allocation:
[1]

[2]

A page frame can accommodate more than two array variables even if the page size is
smaller than the array size and there exists interferences of the live ranges of the arrays due
to the possibility of juxtaposition.
Under the assumption of dynamic memory management, the number of page frames
assigned to a program can vary depending on the access pattern in each program phase.
Although there are many page frames in main memory that can be assigned to each indivi
dual process, in a multiprogramming system it is unlikely to make so many page frames
available for a single process; on the other hand, there is no predetermined small number of
storage units that can be assigned to each process as in register allocation, thus each process
has some degree of freedom for more storage. Therefore it remains to choose proper and
limited number of page frames to be assigned for program execution in each phase without
excessive amount of page faults.

Clearly the array allocation problem in the discussion is more difficult than the conven
tional register allocation problem. As a result, a heuristic approach is used to solve this problem.
In order to do so, we first define what an overlay graph is.
[Definition]
An overlay graph G(N1E) is a directed graph where N is the set of nodes containing live
ranges of arrays, and E is the set of edges such that if (nj, n^) e E, then ni can be overlaid
with n2 and there is no other live range n3 such that ni can be overlaid with n3 and n3 can
be overlaid with n2 .

In other words, (nj, n2) e E means that storage assigned to nj can be assigned to n2 and if
another live range n3 can be assigned the same storage, then % can not be between n:i and n2 in
execution ordering. In essence, the overlay graph is complement of interference graph mentioned
in register allocation algorithm except that it is directed and redundant edges are removed such
that if there is a path of length greater than one between two nodes nj and n2, then there is no
edge in G between these two nodes.
The reason that overlay graph instead of interference graph is used in our array allocation
algorithm is that it contains more flow specific information and allow us to interleave arrays when
appropriate, The array allocation algorithm, therefore, consists of two subalgorithms, one is
overlay graph construction which in turn utilize node insertion algorithm and the other is coloring.
Algorithm Node_Insertion(G,a)
INPUT:
An overlay graph G = (N,E) and an array live range a.
OUTPUT:
A new overlay graph containing a and the nodes in G.
METHOD:
[ I ] If G is an empty graph, let G be the graph containing only node a, return G.
[2] For convenience, denote a < p if live range a can be overlaid with p {i.e. no overlap
of these two live ranges and references of a precede references of (3 elementwise).
For each node P in G. if oc < P or P < a then add node oc and an edge (oc, P) or (p , a),
respectively to G.
[3] For each original edge (P , y) in G,
[3.1] If (p , a) and (a , y) belong to the new graph, delete (P, y) from the new graph.
[3.2] If (P , oc) and (y, a) belong to the new graph, delete (p ,cc) from the new graph.
[3.3] If ( a , P) and (a , Y) belong to the new graph, delete (<x, y) from the new graph.
TIME COMPLEXITY:
0(|N|+|E|).
Algorithm G raphConstruction(S)
INPUT:
A set S of array live ranges.
OUTPUT:
The overlay graph for these array live ranges.
METHODS:
[1] LetG beanem ptygraph.
[2] Pick a live range oc in S, if G is empty, let G be the graph containing only node cc; oth
erwise apply the above node insertion procedure to insert a to G. Set S = S - [a ].
[3] If S is empty, stop, else goto [2].
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TIME COMPLEXITY:
The node insertion is 0 (|N j !+ IEi |), each IEi | is at most 0 (i2), hence total complexity is
0 ( |S |3).
Algorithm Coloring(G)
INPUT:
An overlay graph G.
OUTPUT:
A coloring of the graph.
METHOD:
[1] Initially all nodes are not colored and marked.
[2] If there is no unmarked node then stop; else choose an unmarked node n that has no
unmarked ancestor. If n is colored, mark n and go to [2]. If all n’s immediate ances
tors have the same color, color n with that color. Mark n and go to [2]. If n has no
uncolored child, mark and color n with a new color, go to [2].
[3] Otherwise assign a new color to n if n is not colored yet, choose those n ’s uncolored
children which have the same live range as n and juxtapose them and then overlaid
with n; Mark n and go to [2].
[4] Otherwise find an uncolored child m of n such that m is the only uncolored child of
m ’s other immediate uncolored ancestors. Let set T contain the live ranges of m’s
other ancestors that have the same live range as n does. Assign a new color to n if n is
not colored yet and node m and all live ranges in T get the same color as n does by
juxtaposing all live ranges in T and n and then overlaying with m; Mark n and go to
[2J.
[5] Otherwise choose an uncolored child m of n which has minimum number of immedi
ate uncolored ancestors, if n is colored then color m with the same color else assign a
new color to n and m by overlaying m with n. In case of tie, choose m to have
minimum number of immediate ancestors. Mark n and go to [2].
TIME COMPLEXITY:
Step [1] is 0(|N|), [2] is 0(d)| d is the maximum degree for any node, [3] is 0(d2), [4] is
0(d), and [5] is 0(d). Hence, total complexity is 0(|N|d2).
Implicitly stated in the coloring algorithm is the juxtaposition pattern, this can be easily
determined by accumulatively adding up the live ranges that are juxtaposed in the algorithm for
the same color. After coloring, the compiler can compute the number of page frames required for
each phase of program execution by counting different colors that are used to color the live
ranges and pass this information to the operating system by generating directives. Note that
although a phase in our definition is a rather fixed program region, the determination of number
of colors to be used works for any region of program, one can simply count the colors used for
the live ranges in that region.
The following example shows how the coloring algorithm works:
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for

( i = l ; i<=N; i++ ) {
a [i] = b [i] + c [i ] ;
}

for

(i= l;
d [i]
e [i ]
}
for (i-1 ;
g [i]
}
for (i= l;
f [i]
}

i<=N; i+ + ) {
= a [ i - 1 ] * b [i ] ;
= b [i] - c [i] + d [i] ;
K = N ; i+ + ) {
= e [i] + d [ i ] ;
i<=N;
= e [i]

i+ + ) {
- d [i ] ;

TheoverlaygraphforthisalgorithmiS

To color this overlay graph, first choose node A, since its children D and E have the same live
range, we color A,D and E with color I according to step [3] by first interleaving D and E and
then overlay A. Marie A. Next we choose node B, which has node G as the only uncolored child
that is the only child of G’s ancestors) other than B (i.e. C), since C has the same live range as B,
according to step [4], one can color B,C, and G with color 2 by interleaving B,C and then overlay
with G. We then marie B. With the nodes C, D, E, arid G, they are marked according to step [2].
Finally for node F, since all its immediate ancestors D and E have the same color I, we also color
it with color I according to step [2]. Thus in total we need two colors to color the graph, conse
quently each phase in the program needs two page frames to be allocated.4
4. Code Transformation Techniques
Although there are many conventional optimizations which may be viewed as improving
paging performance (e.g., strip mining [Abu78]), we will discuss only the two new techniques
which we have developed for this purpose. The first technique, statement alignment, restructures
loops so that sequential array references cross each page boundary only once; this is described in

J ■/
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section 4.1. In section 4.2, a technique which buffers values between loop iterations in registers
(thereby avoiding additional page references), is described.
4.1. StatementAlignment
The first technique is statement alignment [Wol82][ACK87], this technique has been
applied in parallelizing loop execution. Consider the following loop:

for

}

(i= l;

i<=N;

i+ + )

{

a[i]

= b [i]

d [i]

= a [i —I ] * e [ i ] ;

,

+ c[i] ;

.

It seems that only five page frames are required in executing this loop, assuming each array
is allocated dedicated continuous region; however, when the value i is such that a [ i ] is at the
beginning of a new page, two pages is then necessary for array a for execution. Thus six page
frames are required in total. Afteralignmentforarray a we have the following loop:

f o r (i= 0 ; i<=N; i+ + ) {
i f (i> 0) a [i] = b [i] + c [i] ;
I f - ( K N ) d [i+ 1 ] = a [ i ] * e [i+ 1 ] ;
}
Only five page frames are needed for arrays a , b , c , d , e for each iteration of the loop as
the result of alignment. In the following we present an algorithm for statement alignment for the
purpose of minimizing page requirements.
StatementAIignmentAIgorithm
[I ]

[2]

[3]

I.

Constmct dependence graph in which nodes represent statements and the arcs are labeled by
array name, dependence vector, and dependence type, this is an extended model of
[KKL81] in that array name and dependence type along with the dependence vector are
associated with each arc. Initially all nodes are unmarked.
For each node we define the up-shift vector as the lexicographical minimum of all distance
vectors associated with the incoming arcs, the down-shift vector as the minimum of all dis
tance vectors associated with the outgoing arcs. Note that arcs with input dependence type
do not count as dependences in computation of up-shift and down-shift vectors.
For each node compute number of additional alignment of shifting up and down by the
amount of up-shift and down-shift vectors. This is the number of array referencesI.
Here dependence type also consists o f input dependence in addition to flow
dependence, output dependence, and anti-dependence.
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[4]

[5]

associated with arcs with flow, output and anti-dependences getting aligned minus the
number of the references associated with arcs with input dependences getting unaligned as a
result of shifting. Take the maximum of positive additional shifting-up and shifting-down
alignments as the number of possible alignment for each node.
We then sort the unmarked nodes according to the number of possible alignment. Rck the
node with the maximal number of alignment, if it results from shifting up, shift up all the
references of the corresponding statement, otherwise shift down the references. Rewrite the
loop with new appropriate lower and upper bound and the statements such that computation
remain unchanged, Note that as a result of alignment, statement ordering might have to be
changed because of dependence relation. Modify the dependence vectors of the arcs associ
ated with the chosen node by the amount of shifting. Accordingly modify the up-shift and
down-shift vectors and the additional alignments of the affected nodes as a result of depen
dence vector changes of the above arcs. Maik the node with maximal number of possible
and the aligned nodes as a result of alignment.
If all up-shift and down-shift vectors of all unmarked nodes (statements) are zero vector for
all unmarked statements or all additional alignments are negative, stop; otherwise update
possible alignments of affected nodes and go to step 4.

Qearly the time complexity of this algorithm is O(NE) where N is the number of nodes and
E is the number of edges in the dependence graph.
4 2 . Inter-Iteration Buffering
Another technique to reduce memory storage requirement is buffering. The basic idea of
buffering is to store computation results in temporary storage space of higher memory hierarchy
and store it back to memory space of lower hierarchy in later iteration of loops. This technique is
relatively straightforward applied for one-dimensional arrays in a single loop. When twodimensional arrays are considered, the following assumptions are made in order to apply buffer
ing technique.
[1]

Assume only one class of reference pattern for each array A and the reference pattern can be
written as
A

[2]

where a,b,c,d are fixed but e and f may vary for different references. Without loss of gen
erality, let c and d be greater than zero.
Only true dependences exist between two references. That is to say, there is only one write
reference and the rest of references are read references. Further, die dependence distances
c
are multiples of

[3]

Each array starts with page boundary in virtual memory space. The storage pattern of the
array A is block-oriented with size pi by p2 -

The method to apply buffering technique is simple: take the write reference and the closest
read reference and test if the write reference is crossing page boundary, if so, buffer the computa
tion result in a scalar variable.

For example, the C code:

f o r ( i = 0 ; i<M; i+ + ) {
f o r ( j = 0 ; j<N; j++) {
A [i+j+2][2*j+2]

= A [ i + j + 1 ] [ 2 * j]

+ B [ i ] [ j]

}

} ■.
embodies a reference pattern which can be expressed as :

for

(i=0;

for

i<M; i+ + )

(j=0;

j<N;

{

j++)

{
r

i

I
0

I
+j

2

2

+

2

..= A i

I
0

I
+j

}

}

Hence, the original G code can be transformed into:

2

+

I
0

+B

i

0
+j
10
I
- -1
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f l a g = 0;
for

(i=0;

i<M; i + + )

{

f o r ( j = 0 ; j<N; j++) {
/ * t e s t i f w r i t e r e f e r e n c e c r o s s i n g page boundary * /
if

( ( ( ( i + j + l ) % Pl -

( i + j+2)%pj) >= 0)

H

((j%P2 - (j+2)%P2) >= 0 ) ) {
a = A [ i + j + l ] [ 2 * j ] + B [i I [j ]
flag = 1 ;
} else

{

/* s to r e b u ffe red valu e */
if

( f l a g == I)

{

A [ i + j ] [ 2 * j ] = a;
.
A [ i + j + l ] [ 2 * j+ 2] = A [ i + j + l ] [ 2 * j ] + B [ i ] [ j ] ;
f l a g = 0;
} else

{

/ * normal c o m p u t a t i o n * /
A [ i + j + 1 ] [ 2 * j+ 2]

}

= A [ i + j + l ] [2 * j]

+ B[ i ] [j ] ;

;

}

}
} '
Only one page frame can be assigned to each array if they satisfy the above conditions.
When there are references of multiple arrays, the same technique can be used for each individual
array except that more flags are used.5
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a set of compiler techniques which use either data layout or
code transformations to improve paging performance for compiled programs. Algorithms for,
and examples of, many of these techniques were given. Although we have not yet constructed a
compiler implementing these transformations, the examples clearly demonstrate the potential
benefits — as well as demonstrating how users can manually improve performance using existing
compilers.
Ongoing work will continue toward formulation of a complete, consistent, view of compiler
data layout and code transformations for improving paging performance. This should soon lead
to a prototype compiler implementation of at least some optimizations, as well as simulation stu
dies of performance. We have also begun investigating data layout issues for parallel systems
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with physically distributed memory; many of the same concepts apply.
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